HIS ONLY WIFE by Peace Adzo Medie
Discussion Questions
1.

How does the opening sentence reﬂect the rest of the novel? What does it lead you to
expect about how Aﬁ and Eli’s relationship would develop?

2.

How much do Aﬁ’s mother and her other relatives inﬂuence Aﬁ ’s decision to marry Eli?
Do you think she would have agreed to the union if this pressure were absent? Do you
think women in your society are also subject to pressure to get married? If so, where does
it come from and what does it look like?

3.

Do you think Aﬁ’s decision to marry Eli was the right one? Why?

4.

Other than their wish to see Aﬁ and Eli married, are there other similarities between Aﬁ’s
mother and Aunty?

5.

What are the ways in which the novel shows the effect that Aﬁ’s social class has on her
choices and on the way her relationship with Eli unfolds?

6.

What does marriage mean to each of the women (Aﬁ, Mawusi, Yaya, Evelyn, Aﬁ’s
mother, Aunty) in the book? What do they expect of a marriage and what are the rea-sons
for their expectations? Do their expectations change as the story progresses, and what
explains the change or lack thereof?

7.

How and why does Aﬁ’s relationship with her mother differ from Mawusi’s relationship
with her own mother (Daavi Christy)? How does Aﬁ’s relationship with her mother shape
the decisions she makes?

8.

How has Aﬁ’s mother’s unwillingness to be open about sex, and her strictness regarding
boyfriends, affected Aﬁ’s romantic relationships?

9.

Aﬁ, Muna, Evelyn, Yaya, and Mawusi are all dealing with society’s expectation of how
they should behave. What are the similarities and differences in what they face and in
how they respond?

10.

How is women’s physical beauty deﬁned in the novel by the Ganyo family and by others
who comment on Aﬁ’s appearance? How does colorism factor into this deﬁnition?

11.

Do you think Aﬁ’s decision at the end of the novel reﬂects evolving attitudes toward
marriage? How so? What do these evolving attitudes look like in your society?

12.

What does Eli’s treatment of Aﬁ during her pregnancy (after she returns from Ho) say
about his character?

13.

Do you think Eli’s mother and siblings enable his behavior? How do they do this?

14.

What do you think of Eli’s approach to his relationship with Aﬁ? What should he have
done when his mother proposed marriage to Aﬁ? What choices do you think he should
have made after they were married?

15.

Do you think Aﬁ makes the right decision in the end? Why do you agree or disagree with
what she does?
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A Note from the Author
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I

began writing fiction in Ghana when I was about ten. I wrote because I ran
out of books to read and, unwilling to wait for new books, decided to write
them myself. I believed that to enjoy my stories, they had to be similar to the
ones I was reading. And since the books available to me as a young reader were
book series like Nancy Drew, the Hardy Boys, Famous Five, and Sweet Valley
Twins, I thought my stories had to be set in Europe and the United States, even
though I hadn’t been to these places. The characters skied, though I had not yet
seen snow, and celebrated Halloween and Thanksgiving, despite these festivities
being foreign to me. I wrote a book-length story in my early teens and gave it to
friends and a few adults to read. While it received some praise, one of my readers
wanted to know why I had chosen to write a book set in California where none
of the characters looked or sounded like me. I didn’t have a good answer then.
But now I know it’s because I was writing the kind of stories I read.
Since then, I’ve written fiction that reflects my surroundings. Fiction that
conveys the sounds, colors, and smells of the world around
“I wanted to illuminate
me, and illustrates life’s beauty, ugliness, complexities, and
contradictions. His Only Wife is a book written in this vein. In how familial obligawriting it, I wanted to illuminate how familial obligations and tions and community
community expectations loom large and shape the decisions
expectations loom
that girls and women make. I chose to explore this theme in a
large and shape the
marriage because of the importance that is attached to women
decisions that girls
getting married and staying married in Ghana.
and women make.”
My academic research also fueled my interest in writing
about social norms and marriage. I enrolled in a PhD program in 2007 and began a research project in which I studied how the police in
post-conflict countries responded to violence against women. My interviews with
police officers, women’s rights activists, and survivors of violence in low-income
communities in Liberia, and later in Côte d’Ivoire, shed light on how pressure
from relatives and community attitudes prevented some women from filing a
police report after they had been assaulted by a partner and contributed to many
women staying in abusive relationships. Yet friends and relatives were also the
ones that supported women in leaving violent partners. There was also an economic dimension to the decisions that many women made. After filing a com-
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plaint with the police, some women would return and attempt to withdraw the
complaint, partly because they feared that they and their children would suffer
financially if the abuser was imprisoned. Some also refused to cooperate with
the police because they loved their partner. I’ve therefore spent a great deal of
time thinking about the forces, both external and internal, that drive what
women do within relationships. These forces can lead women to take steps that
some observers might interpret as empowering, and others that might be seen as
disempowering. But rarely are the causes and effects of our
“Rarely are the causes
actions so simple.
and effects of our
Indeed, while my research revealed women who were
constrained by society, it also showed women taking steps, big actions so simple.”
and small, sometimes with the help of those closest to them,
to negotiate and resist the many pressures they faced. Their actions sometimes led
to fitful and uneven life journeys, journeys that meandered, at times reinforcing
gender inequalities, at times opposing them. I very much wanted to write a novel
that reflected this reality, that was nuanced in its excavation of the tensions, the
push-and-pull factors, and the fits and starts that are present in many relationships
and familiar to many of us.
While Afi is very much a product of my imagination, her experiences and
struggles are grounded in reality. She is young, beautiful, and wants a better life
for herself and her mother. But there are barriers to this better life, the largest
being Muna, the other woman in Afi’s marriage. I’ve heard too many stories of
women “stealing” men, and women fighting to “keep” men, so I decided to
humorously poke holes in this narrative. So, we see Afi playing
the good wife, cooking and cleaning, in the belief that it
“There are too few
will win her the man. In fact, cooking and food feature
images of Black
prominently in the book because they are closely tied to
women falling in
notions of womanhood and being a good wife in Ghana.
love and just being
I also explore Afi’s relationship with several people, including
in love in books,
Eli; so, we get to see her fall in love. I’m a big fan of romance
movies, and other
and think there are too few images of Black women falling in
love and just being in love in books, movies, and other medimediums.”
ums, so I enjoyed writing about Afi and Eli’s relationship and
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its evolution. Ultimately, it is Afi’s struggle to maintain this relationship, and to be
Eli’s only wife, that propels the story.
I began writing His Only Wife in 2012, combining it with my research and
academic writing. In 2013, I added teaching, dissertation supervision, and administrative responsibilities to my workload when I joined the University of Ghana
as a research fellow. There were soon too many things competing for my time
and I often set the novel aside for months to focus on my academic work. When
writing, I did not want the novel to mirror my research. I had spent years thinking, talking, and writing about violence, which had begun to take an emotional
toll on me, so it was very important that this novel offer a respite. Thus, the only
rule I had while writing His Only Wife was that it could not contain physical
violence, and I was largely successful in this regard.
Along the same lines, I did not want the book to be didactic. As much as
I wanted it to be a book I could assign to the students in my gender and society
classes, it was important that the characters and their story not be upstaged by
these sociological and economic themes, that the story not be overpowered by big
ideas, that the reader not feel as though they were being lectured to. I was writing
an academic book alongside His Only Wife and was therefore always on guard,
careful not to slip into social science writing while switching between the two.
My influences and interests have led me to write a novel that delves into the
complexity that characterizes the lives of girls and women in Ghana, and in many
places in the world. It embraces the tensions within and
circuitousness of change, and complicates notions of women’s
empowerment and independence that imagine progress as
always linear. It is a story about not only an individual but
also a family and a community, and is filled with laughter and
tears, and victories, big and small. And it is a story that began
many years ago, when I decided to pause, and focus on what
was happening around me.

An Interview with

peace adzo medie
Jared Jackson: What was the ﬁrst book or piece of writing that had a
profound impact on you?
Peace Adzo Medie: I’ve been affected by many books, but one that has had a profound impact on me as a writer is Gabriel García Márquez’s One Hundred Years
of Solitude. After reading it as a teenager, I began to think seriously about how I
could use words to create images and to effectively show the reader what I was
thinking. Before then, my focus had been on producing ﬁction to entertain myself.
JJ: How does your writing navigate truth? What is the relationship
between truth and ﬁction?
PAM: I’m very interested in presenting the truth of people who are not centered
in mainstream narratives. But I’m also fascinated by how we construct our version
of truth, by how two people can have the same experience and not only describe
it differently, but also believe that their version is the only truth. The novel I’m
currently working on excavates this phenomenon.
JJ: How can writers affect resistance movements?
PAM: My identity plays a huge role in my writing. I’m Black, Ghanaian, and a
woman, and one of the reasons I wrote His Only Wife was that I was hungry for
stories of Black women just living their lives and doing regular things. In the social
sciences, we know—although some continue to resist this truth—that our identities
matter for our research: They matter for what we research, how we conduct our
research, and how we write our ﬁndings. In the same way, I think our identities
matter for the stories we tell and how we tell them.
JJ: Why do you think people need stories?
PAM: Stories serve so many purposes. We need them because they document our
truths, they magnify our dreams, they teach, they entertain, they inspire. Stories
allow us to peek into the lives of others, and they also allow us to see ourselves.
JJ: Establishing authority is arguably the ﬁrst and most important task of
the writer. The ﬁrst sentence in His Only Wife reads: “Elikem married me
in absentia; he did not come to our wedding.” It’s conﬁdent, creates a sense
of urgency, and answers the question: Why should I keep reading? Is this
how you always envisioned beginning the novel? What tone did you want to
set for the rest of the novel with this sentence?
PAM: I had a variation of this opening line early on in the writing process, even before
I completed the ﬁrst chapter. Although characters and plots change when I begin

writing—mostly because the characters tend to grab the story and run away with
it—I always knew that Aﬁ’s marriage to Elikem would be unconventional and even
turbulent, so I wanted to set this tone early on in the book, to hint to the reader that
this relationship was going to be a bit unusual and that there were going to be bumps
along the way.
JJ: The novel features three women—Aﬁ, Evelyn, and Muna—who, despite
different life tracks and opinions about each other, are connected through
their ﬁerce independence as women. Whether a character has always been
this way or took time to grow into it, their stance is a rooted resistance against
cultural norms. Can you discuss the importance of giving space to voices like
theirs—women who speak freely about their wants and desires, which range
from human decency and respect, to sex and ﬁnancial prosperity?
PAM: Women who resist cultural norms in a variety of ways are everywhere, and in
writing them, I’m simply reﬂecting reality, which is an important thing to do. I especially wanted to write about such women because in Ghana, and in most places in
the world, they face a lot of backlash. I wanted to normalize the act of resisting, of
defying. In fact, in Ghana, women who push back against cultural norms are often
described as “disrespectful.” Respect is important and something that is very much
needed in society, but has been constructed by some to mean submission and
self-denial, especially in regard to young women. It has therefore been used to box
women in, to limit them, and to shut them up. Furthermore, young women are constantly being told to respect men, but society rarely puts the same pressure on men
to respect young women. So, partly to oppose this, I decided to write about “disrespectful” women. I think such narratives are important because hopefully, they will
help to normalize women who resist ideas and practices that are harmful to them or
put them at a disadvantage.
Adapted from Peace Adzo Medie’s PEN Ten Interview with Jared Jackson,
ﬁrst published on pen.org on September 3, 2020.

Recipes from

his only wife
From the Author: Food plays an important role

GRILLED TILAPIA AND YAM CHIPS

GRILLED TILAPIA
One medium-sized whole tilapia, cleaned
1/2 inch ginger, blended
1 medium onion, blended
1 large clove garlic, blended
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 stock cube
1. Marinate the ﬁsh with ginger, garlic, salt, and
stock cube for 1 hour in the refrigerator.
Allow to sit at room temperature for 15 minutes before cooking.
2. Grill ﬁsh thoroughly on one side for 10–15
minutes. Turn over and grill for another
10–15 minutes or until well done.
3. Remove from heat and garnish with chopped
tomatoes and onions.
YAM CHIPS
2.5 lbs puna yam
2 cups vegetable oil
1 teaspoon salt
1. Peel yam and cut lengthwise into slices.
Rinse the slices and place in a bowl.
2. Add salt and set aside for 20 minutes.
3. Heat oil over high heat in a frying pan. After
three minutes, put yam slices into pan and
fry until golden.

in Aﬁ’s efforts to win Eli. She knows that food is
powerful, and she’s been made to believe that
good food is a sure way to a man’s heart. So, she
quickly learns Eli’s favorite foods (yams and any
kind of stew) and goes to work making sure that
there is always a warm dish on the table for him.
But does the food work its magic? This is one of
the questions that His Only Wife answers. In celebration of Aﬁ and her tenacity, here are recipes for
three foods that are featured in the novel.

KOKO
(spicy millet porridge)
1/2 cup millet ﬂour
3 cups water
1 teaspoon ground cloves
1/2 teaspoon ground ginger
1/4 teaspoon chili powder
A pinch of salt
1. Mix 1/2 cup millet ﬂour with 1 cup of water to make
a paste.
2. Bring paste to a boil on high heat for 10 minutes.
While boiling, add the remaining 2 cups of water and
stir continuously.
3. Add the pinch of salt, ground cloves, ginger, and
chili powder.
4. Allow to simmer for 5 minutes
on low heat, and serve warm.

